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Summary. — Ricci inheritance symmetry deﬁnes the symmetry directions for the
Ricci tensor, as homotheties and conformal Killing vectors are for the metric tensor.
Whereas a complete classiﬁcation of metrics possessing some minimal symmetry
groups exists in the literature for the last two symmetries, no complete listing of
space-times metrics and their Ricci inheritance symmetry has been given so far. In
this paper we discuss this issue by giving a complete classiﬁcation of spherically
symmetric static space-times by their Ricci inheritance symmetries.
PACS 04.20.-q – Classical general relativity.
PACS 04.20.Cv – Fundamental problems and general formalism.

1. – Introduction
In General Relativity (GR) there exists a wide body of literature on classiﬁcation
of space-times starting from the very fundamental symmetry, usually known as Killing
Vector (KV), to the most physical symmetries that are given by Ricci (RC) and Curvature
(CC) Collineations [1-13]. Whereas the KVs provide information about the symmetries of
the underlying space-times, the RCs and the CCs, respectively, relate to symmetries of the
matter energy ﬁeld and the Riemann curvature tensor [1-4]. More recently, some work has
appeared on Ricci inheritance (RI) symmetry giving a discussion on how this symmetry
can relate to conformal Killing vectors (CKV) [14, 15]. This proposed relationship of
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